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QuikSCAT / Bell et al. (2018)

› Overall mass changes currently 
dominated by Amundsen Sea 
Embayment sector of West Antarctica, 
driven by sub-shelf melting and ice 
discharge 

› East Antarctica close to balance, but 
contribution to overall mass change 
slightly positive in recent decades, as 
mass losses are compensated by 
enhanced snowfall 

› Any surface melt restricted to low-
elevation coastal zones (Antarctic 
Peninsula & shelves), because average 
surface temperatures too low over most 
parts of the ice sheet
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Antarctica is losing mass… Introduction

ANALYSISINSIGHT

Surface mass balance
Knowledge of the ice-sheet SMB is an essential component of the 
input–output method, which subtracts solid-ice discharge from net 
snow accumulation, and aids interpretation of mass trends derived 
from satellite altimetry and gravimetry. Snowfall is the main driver 
of temporal and spatial variability in AIS surface mass change35,36. 
Although locally important, spatially integrated sublimation and melt-
water runoff are typically one and two orders of magnitude smaller, 
respectively. In the absence of observation-based maps, AIS SMB is 
usually taken from atmospheric models, evaluated with in situ and 
remotely sensed observations15,37–40. To assess Antarctic SMB, we com-
pared two global reanalysis products (JRA55 and ERA-Interim) and 
two regional climate models (RACMO2 and MARv3.6) (see Methods). 
ERA-Interim is usually regarded as the best-performing reanalysis 
product over Antarctica, albeit with a dry bias in the interior and 
overestimated rain fraction39,41,42. Spatially averaged accumulation 
rates peak at the Antarctic Peninsula, and are roughly three and seven 
times lower in West and East Antarctica, respectively (Extended Data 
Figs. 2, 3). Compared to the all-model average SMB of 1,994 Gt yr−1, 
the regional climate models give values 4.7% higher and the reanalyses 
7% lower. These differences can be attributed to the higher resolution 
of the regional models, which resolve the steep coastal precipitation 

gradients in greater detail, and to their improved representation of polar 
processes. The temporal variability of all products is similar and they 
all agree on the absence of an ice-sheet-wide trend in SMB over the 
period 1979–2017, which implies that recent mass loss from the AIS is 
dominated by increased solid-ice discharge into the ocean.

Glacial isostatic adjustment
Gravimetric estimates of mass change are strongly influenced by the 
method used to correct for GIA16. In this study, six different GIA 
models were used21,24,26,30,31,43. We also assessed nine continent-wide 
forward-model simulations and two regional model simulations to 
better understand uncertainties in the GIA signal; we reprocessed the 
gravimetry estimates of mass balance using the W12a26 and IJ05_R231 
GIA models for comparison with earlier work18 (see Methods). The 
net gravitational effect of GIA across Antarctica is positive, and the 
mean and standard deviation of the continent-wide GIA models 
(54 ± 18 Gt yr−1) is very close to that of the W12a (56 ± 27 Gt yr−1) 
and IJ05_R2 (55 ± 13 Gt yr−1) models. The narrow spread probably 
reflects the difficulty of quantifying the timing and extent of past ice-
sheet change and the absence of lateral variations in Earth rheology 
within some models44. Models predict the greatest rates of solid-Earth 
uplift (5–7 mm yr−1 on average) in areas where GIA is a substantial 
component of the regional mass change, such as the Amundsen, Ross 
and Filchner–Ronne sectors of West Antarctica (see Extended Data 
Fig. 4), but also the greatest variability (for example, a standard devi-
ation of more than 10 mm yr−1 in the Amundsen sector). Away from 
areas with large GIA signals there is low variance among the models 
and broad agreement with GPS observations45. Nevertheless, most 
models considered here do not account for ice-sheet change during the 
past few millennia, because it is poorly known. Inaccurate treatment of 
low-degree harmonics associated with the global GIA signal can also 
bias gravimetric mass-balance calculations46. If the GIA signal includes 
a transient component associated with recent ice-sheet change, it will 
bias mass-trend estimates and should be accounted for in future work.

Outlook
Improvements in assessments of ice-sheet mass balance are still possi-
ble. Airborne snow radar47,48 is a powerful tool for evaluating models of 
SMB and firn compaction over large spatial (thousands of kilometres) 
and temporal (centennial) scales, in addition to the ice cores that have 
traditionally been used49. Geological constraints on the ice-sheet his-
tory20 and GPS measurements of contemporary uplift45,50 enable GIA 
models to be scrutinized and calibrated. More of both of these types of 
datasets are needed, especially in East Antarctica. Given their apparent 
diversity, the spread of models of GIA and SMB should be evaluated in 
concert with the satellite gravimetry, altimetry and velocity measure-
ments. A reassessment of the satellite measurements acquired during 
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Fig. 1 | Antarctic Ice Sheet mass balance. a–c, Rate of mass change  
(dM/dt) of the APIS (a), WAIS (b) and EAIS (c), as determined from the 
various satellite-altimetry (purple), input–output-method (blue) and 
gravimetry (green) assessments included in this study. In each case,  
dM/dt is computed from time series of relative mass change using a  
three-year window at annual intervals. An average of estimates across  
each class of measurement technique is also shown for each year (black). 
The estimated 1σ, 2σ and 3σ ranges of the class averages are shaded in 
dark, mid and light grey, respectively; the number of individual  
mass-balance estimates collated at each epoch is shown below.
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Fig. 2 | Cumulative Antarctic Ice Sheet mass change. The cumulative 
ice-sheet mass changes (solid lines) are determined from the integral of 
monthly measurement-class averages (for example, the black lines in Fig. 1) 
for each ice sheet. The estimated 1σ uncertainty of the cumulative change 
is shaded. The dashed lines show the results of a previous assessment18.
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…but only little from the surface
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Q: How is the surface mass balance going to change in the future?
› In 21st century projections, increasing surface mass balance  

in East Antarctica outweighs increased discharge even  
under high-end forcing scenarios 

› However, in long-term warming simulations positive  
surface mass balance trend shows peak and subsequent  
reversal 
(e.g. Golledge et al., 2015; Golledge, 2020; Garbe et al., 2020)

Introduction



Bell et al. (2018)
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› Owing to melt–elevation feedback, this 
effect can be enhanced once a surface 
lowering is triggered 

› Melt also lowers surface reflectivity 
(albedo), in return causing more melt 
(melt–albedo feedback) 

› Risk of hydrofracturing and/or marine 
ice-cliff instability driven by increased 
surface melt-water production

Positive feedback mechanisms: 
Increased sensitivity to changes

Motivation

Melt–elevation  
feedback

Thinning /  
surface lowering

Melt–albedo 
feedback

Surface 
darkening

Marine ice-cliff  
instability

Hydrofracturing



Temperature-index 
schemes (e.g. PDD)

dEBM-simple
RCMs 

(e.g. RACMO)

Processes / feedbacks ● ●● ●●●

Comput. efficiency ●●● ●●● ●

› Long-term simulations require fast models + need to account for feedbacks 

› Gap between process-based regional climate models and empirical temperature-index SMB schemes in 
terms of computational efficiency versus physics-based process detail
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“Filling the gap”: 
The diurnal Energy Balance Model (dEBM)

Motivation

› dEBM-simple: “simple” version of diurnal Energy Balance Model (Krebs-Kanzow et al., TC 2018; Zeitz et al., TC 2021) 
✓ Extends PDD approach to include influence of solar radiation 
✓ Atmospheric transmissivity parameterized based on surface altitude 
✓ Surface albedo parameterized as a function of melting, implicitly  

accounting for ice-albedo feedback 
✓ Requires only monthly temperatures and precipitation as input,  

yet accounts for diurnal energy cycle
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› We adopt dEBM-simple as surface mass balance module in the  
open-source Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) and apply it  
in an Antarctic setup 
› Finite differences model 
› Regular grid (8 km) 
› Hybrid SIA + SSA ice flow 
› Thermo-dynamically coupled: ice temperatures and flow are solved 
› Includes: sub-shelf melt module, calving, GIA model, …

Ice sheet model framework: 
The Parallel Ice Sheet Model

Methods

www.                                  .io



› Present-day (2005-2015 DJF mean) melt pattern close 
to RACMO; high melt rates slightly underestimated

› Calibration to historical (1950-2015) melt patterns 
using RACMO

Calibration:  
PISM-dEBM-simple reproduces Antarctic melt patterns
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Results

— dEBM-simple 
— RACMO 
— PDD

Larsen

› Annual total melt rates  
and monthly climatology  
captured well



› Idealized experiments: prognostic  
21st century SSP5-8.5 simulations  
(no ocean warming!) 

› Parametric uncertainty check via  
sensitivity ensemble 

› 8-fold increase in total surface melt  
in 2100 compared to today  
(reference run) 

› Expansion of summer melt area to  
lower latitudes and higher elevations;  
large parts of Filchner-Ronne, Ross  
and Amery ice shelves 

› ~140% increase in total SMB 

› However, considerable uncertainty of  
melt due to albedo parameterization
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Idealized experiments: 
Evolution of Antarctic surface melt until 2100

Results

Filchner- 
Ronne

Ross

Amery

Year 2100



› On average, insolation-driven melt 
dominant over most parts of the ice 
sheet, as interior too cold 

› At present, relative share of 
temperature-driven melt in total melt 
comparatively small, however, increases 
significantly (in magnitude and extent) 
by 2100
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Temperature versus insolation: 
Increasing role of temperature-driven melt share

Results

Present-day Year 2100



› Extending simulations at fixed end-of-
century climatic boundary conditions 
until year 3000 reveals strong influence 
of surface melt on ice topography & 
dynamics 

› Large-scale reduction of surface altitude 
in sensitive ice sheet regions in East and 
West Antarctica 
(see also Golledge et al., GRL 2017) 

› Enhanced by interplay of melt–albedo 
feedback as well as melt–elevation 
feedback
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Results

Siple Coast

Wilkes  
subglacial  

basin

Aurora  
subglacial  

basin

Queen Maud Land

Year 2100 Year 3000

Long-term experiments: 
Effects of enhanced surface melt on the ice sheet



Take home: 
Feedbacks matter on long time scales!

11 Thanks!

Summary

Finally… 
📄  Manuscript in preparation The Cryosphere, to be submitted soon! 
👨💻  Code will be made publicly available on GitHub / Zenodo 
✍  Any questions? See online material or contact me: julius.garbe@pik-potsdam.de 
  www.pik-potsdam.de/members/garbe/
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